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Chassis 16.0 
16.0.1  
The car must weight a minimum of 3500g with wheels body and transponder present,  
measurement to be taken with fuel tank empty.    
 
16.0.2.  
Chassis must have a minimum of 5 degrees kick up on the front of the chassis as per EFRA  
specifications.    
 
16.0.3.  
The use of carbon fiber chassis will not be permitted for race use.  
 
 
Engine / Fuel Specification 16.1 
16.1.1  
Engine capacity no greater than 3.5cc total, with a maximum of up to 5 internal ports. Any  
hole will be considered as one of the 5 allowed. Refer to www.efra.ws   for full details on porting of 
engines.    
 
16.1.2  
The exhaust must be of a 3-chamber design, be EFRA approved and listed on the current  
homologation list- Ref www.efra.ws .    
 
16.1.3 
INS box air filter is mandatory and must be EFRA approved, under no circumstances is the INS  
box to be modified.    
 
16.1.4  
An Engine Venturi of 7mm only must be in place, no exceptions.    
 
16.1.5  
The Fuel tank capacity must not exceed 150cc including all internal filters and tubing.    
 
16.1.6  
Clutches must be centrifugal shoe configuration and consist of up to a maximum of 4  
individual shoes, no centax type clutches allowed.    
 
16.1.7  
Fuel - 16EU Nitro permitted.    
 



 
 
 
Refueling 16.2 
16.2.1  
All cars must be capable of running for 7 minutes on a 150cc tank of fuel.  
 
16.2.2  
Pitlane is closed for re-fueling for the first 7 minutes of any final.  This is to ensure the minimum fuel 
tank run time is achieved. In the result of a car failing to meet the minimum requirement the engine is 
not permitted to be restart until the race clock has past 7 minutes. Re-starting before this time will lead 
to disqualification for the driver.    
 
16.2.3  
Should a car cut out or need to be brought to the pit lane for any reason within the first 7 
minutes of the final, re-fueling is strictly prohibited and result in the disqualification from the final if re-
fueled before the race clock reaches 7 minutes  
 
 
 
Tires 16.3 
16.3.1  
Tires must be of a Rubber compound, No Foam compounds allowed. Both Slick and Threaded  
pattern is allowed.  
 
16.3.2  
All wheels must be the same size front and rear to a Maximum width of 45mm  
  
16.3.3  
The use of tire warmers is permitted  
 
16.3.4  
The use of tire additive is permitted.    
 
 
 
 
Bodyshell 16.4 
 
16.4.1  
The Body must be of a GT style with no high sides, must be in line with EFRA measurements  
regarding the body dimensions and be commercially available.    
 

6001 ZONDA GT (#170399) TSP-Racing 
6002 HYPER SS (#1572) Protoform 

6003 GT3-GBS (#60806) Blitz 
6004 720-GT3 (#BDGT8-S65) Bittydesign 

6005 GTR8-P GraFilbodies 
6006 GT5 ZONDA (#60808) Team Titan 

6007 GT4 (#0181) Delta Plastik SNC 
* EFRA 2022 Listing 

 
 



 
Technical inspection Procedure 16.5 
 
16.5.1 a) Before the race all cars will be checked and during the heats the following random checks will 
be made:  weight limit, exhaust, body and spoiler   
 
The chassis is to be marked before the race and if a driver wants to change it, he must present the new 
and the old to the inspection officer.   
 
 16.5.1 b) During sub finals all cars moving up to the next final plus the next one is to be checked.  In 
addition to the above mentioned checks the following are to be done during sub-finals: marking of 
chassis ,fuel tank capacity .  
 
 16.5.1 c) The same checks must be made after the final for the top 4 places.  
 
 
RACE MEETING FORMAT 16.6 
 
16.6.1  
Qualifying heats will be run on a points system to establish position for finals.    
 
16.6.2.  
The number one ranked driver after 4 rounds of qualifying will take Pole position for the A  
Main Final.   
  
16.6.3  
Each heat will be of 7 minutes duration of the last lap   
 
16.6.4  
Finals shall be a Le Mans style start with each car spaced 2 meters apart.  
 
 
Race Configuration  
QUAILIFYING  

 Qualifying to be made up of 4 Rounds of 7-minute Heats.   
 The Maximum number of drivers per heat is 8 with discretion given to the Race Director  

 
FINALS    

 A Final is to be 30 Minutes   
 B, C, D, E Finals to be 20 minutes    
 Maximum of 10 cars per Final    

 
 
POINTS ALLOCATION   
16.6.  
Maximum of 100 points will be awarded for 1st place in the A Final,    
2ND Place 99 Points, 3RD Place 98 Points and so on.   
 
16.6.2 
In the event of a tie breaker at the end of a season, go to qualifying positions of only scored  
rounds of 1st, 2nd and 3rd etc. In the event of still tied the championships would be split.  
 
  


